


CADIA SHOCK TROOP - iván sanz

These units are composed of tough and determined soldiers, 
instructed from a young age in military doctrine to fight the 
enemies of the Empire of mankind. In this painting guide we 
are going to learn how to paint Cadia Shock Troops using third 
generation acrylics, as well as other weathering products.

Flesh:
AK11401 Base Flesh 
AK11027 Rubber Black
AK11404 Shadow Flesh 
AK11001 White.
AK11402 Light Flesh 
AK11403 Highlight Flesh. 
AK110563 Brown Rose
AK11001 White 

Cigar:
AK11113 Chocolate 
AK11413 Denison Tan 
Base. 
AK11088 Deep Red
AK11077 Light Orange 
AK11038 Pale Yellow.

Uniform:
AK11422 Ocher Khaki 
AK11436 Canvas Tone 
AK11113 Chocolate. 
AK11038 Pale Yellow 

Armor:
AK11410 Dark Green
AK11427 Green Uniform 
AK11038 Pale Yellow 

Blacks:
AK11027 Rubber Black
AK11018 Neutral Grey
AK11029 Black.

Leather:
AK11111 Burnt Umber 
AK11107 Dark Rust 
AK11409 Orange Tan
AK11038 Pale Yellow 

Power fist:
AK11430 Russian 
Uniform Base
Ak11429 Russian 
Uniform
AK11036 Ice Yellow
AK11107 Dark Rust 

Metal:
AK11212 Gun Metal
AK11207 Aluminium 
AK11223 Carbon Black 
Ink

Medal:
AK11097 Burnt Red
AK11092 Matt Red
AK11077 Light Orange
AK11191 Gold,
AK11404 Shadow Flesh 

The planet Cadia was home to the Cadian Shock 
Troop regiments, one of the most famous in the 

Warhammer 40k universe.

WHAT IS 
A CADIA SHOCK TROOP?

Resumen de pinturas
Piel:
AK11401 Base Flesh 
AK11027 Rubber Black
AK11404 Shadow Flesh 
AK11001 White.
AK11402 Light Flesh 
AK11403 Highlight Flesh. 
AK110563 Brown Rose
AK11001 White 
Puro:
AK11113 Chocolate 
AK11413 Denison Tan Base. 
AK11088 Deep Red
AK11077 Light Orange 
AK11038 Pale Yellow.
Uniforme:
AK11422 Ocher Khaki 
AK11436 Canvas Tone 
AK11113 Chocolate. 
AK11038 Pale Yellow 

Armadura:
AK11410 Dark Green
AK11427 Green Uniform 
AK11038 Pale Yellow 
Insignias blancas:
AK11018 Neutral Grey,
AK11001 White
Negros:
AK11027 Rubber Black
AK11018 Neutral Grey
AK11029 Black.
Cueros:
AK11111 Burnt Umber 
AK11107 Dark Rust 
AK11409 Orange Tan
AK11038 Pale Yellow 
Puño de combate:
AK11430 Russian Uniform Base
Ak11429 Russian Uniform
AK11036 Ice Yellow
AK11107 Dark Rust 
Metal:
AK11212 Gun Metal
AK11207 Aluminium 
AK11223 Carbon Black Ink
Medalla:
AK11097 Burnt Red
AK11092 Matt Red
AK11077 Light Orange
AK11191 Gold,
AK11404 Shadow Flesh 



STEP BY STEP
01 After assembling and cleaning the miniature, we place it 
on a support that facilitates handling during the painting pro-
cess. We begin by applying a thin and homogeneous coat of 
AK1009 Fine Primer Black Spray.

02 We begin the painting of the figure by working on the face 
of the soldier. It is a relatively hidden part of the miniature, so 
doing it at this point will help us not to worry about painting 
more exposed areas by mistake in later steps. To do this, we 
apply a base coat of AK11401 Base Flesh and highlight the 
eyes and mouth with a mixture of AK11027 Rubber Black 
and AK11404 Shadow Flesh in a 2:1 ratio. In addition, be-
fore highlighting the skin, we paint the teeth and eyes with 
AK11001 White.

03 We illuminate the skin by gradually adding AK11402 
Light Flesh to the base shade. The last highlights are done 
with AK11403 Highlight Flesh. The soldier’s lip is paint-
ed with AK110563 Brown Rose, to which we add a dot of 
AK11001 White for the highlights. With a mixture of AK11063 
Brown Rose and AK11404 Shadow Flesh in equal parts, we 
work some veils under the cheeks and on the sides of the nasal 
septum, creating shadows and tones on the face.
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0604 The cigar in the mouth of the soldier is a detail that 
gives a lot of character to the figure. We paint the cylinder 
with AK11113 Chocolate and illuminate the upper area with 
AK11413 Denison Tan Base. To simulate the incandescent 
ash at the end of the cigar, we cover the tip with AK11088 
Deep Red, marking a first light with AK11077 Light Orange 
and a last point of light with AK11038 Pale Yellow.

05 Cadian troops are characterized by wearing a khaki uni-
form under a dark green armor. To achieve this characteristic 
fabric tone we start with AK11422 Ocher Khaki as a base 
tone. We add shades by gradually mixing the previous color 
with AK11436 Canvas Tone and then with AK11113 Choco-
late. We apply the highlights by degrading the base color with 
a mixture of AK11422 Ocher Khaki and AK11038 Pale Yel-
low in equal parts.



06
07 The right shoulder pad of the figure is modeled with sev-
eral insignia. We paint them first with AK11018 Neutral Grey, 
followed by AK11001 White. Outlining the edges is important 
so that the details are well visible and stand out. 

06 The dark green tone of the soldier’s armor is made from 
a base coat of AK11410 Dark Green. We give highlights to 
the green with AK11427 Green Uniform Base, focusing 
especially on the surfaces most exposed to light, such as the 
top of the helmet or the shoulder pad. Finally, we paint the 
final highlights and outline the edges of each piece combining 
AK11427 Green Uniform Base and AK11038 Pale Yellow 
in equal parts.
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11
08 The black areas of the soldier’s uniform, such as the 
boots or the hood, are worked with a base coat of AK11027 
Rubber Black, which we lighten with AK11018 Neutral 
Grey. The darkest shadows are marked with AK11029 Black.

09 It is time to color the leather strips. We must keep in mind 
that the closer we are to the end of the miniature, the more 
careful we have to be not to get out and stain by mistake areas 
that we have already painted. Carefully, we apply AK11111 
Burnt Umber to the leather straps, as well as to the boot cov-
er. We add successive highlights to the leathers with AK11107 
Dark Rust and AK11409 Orange Tan. The final highlights and 
outlines are marked with a mixture of AK11409 Orange Tan 
and AK11038 Pale Yellow in a 1:1 ratio.



11

10 The combat fist is another of the striking elements of 
the figure. To avoid saturating the figure with the same shade 
of green, we varied the colors chosen, while maintaining the 
military themed tone. We completely cover the combat cuff 
with AK11430 Russian Uniform Base. This color is slightly 
browner than the green of the armor. We illuminate each piece 
of the cuff with AK11429 Russian Uniform. Finally, the final 
highlights are made with a mixture of equal parts of AK11429 
Russian Uniform and AK11036 Ice Yellow. We mix the base 
tone with AK11107 Dark Rust to shade the lower areas of 
the piece.

11 The metallic areas add a lot of luminosity to the 
whole figure. To achieve a light metallic tone, we cover all 
the emblems, hitches, buttons and other elements with 
AK11212 Gun Metal. We place points of light with AK11207 
Aluminium and give a very controlled wash of AK11223 
Carbon Black Ink.
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1412 The last detail that remains to be painted is the medal 
on the soldier’s chest. We paint the cloth with a red color, cre-
ating a great contrast with the green armor, so that it stands 
out. We start with AK11097 Burnt Red, which we lighten 
with AK11092 Matt Red. Finally, we apply some points of 
light with AK11077 Light Orange. The gold is simulated with 
AK11191 Gold, adding some color with a wash of diluted 
AK11404 Shadow Flesh.

13 To add more realism to the figure, we deposited light ac-
cumulations of AK081 Dark Earth pigment in areas such as 
the combat fist, the grenades or the boots.



1414 The base of the figure is not very large, but we simulate a 
sandy ground with some dry vegetation. We start by spreading 
a generous layer of AK8017 Muddy Ground. It is very import-
ant to let the product dry completely before continuing to work 
on the base. To simulate the ground we use the pigment fixer 
AK048 Pigment Fixer, spreading a layer on the surface of the 
ground and sporulating pigment AK085 Track Rust Pigment 
on the surface.

15 We finished Cadia’s soldier by gluing straw grass weeds 
of electrostatic grass. 


